PSQM BRONZE AWARD
Beverley St Nicholas Primary School
What staff say…

What pupils
say…

Foundation

Pre PSQM

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3/4

Year 5/6
Whole school

Post PSQM

PUPIL VOICE

“We always have to write
about what we have done. It’s
boring.” Pupil voice#1

“Science is one of the
best things we do in
school. I look forward
to it every week!”

“We are all
scientists now!”
Pupil voice #2

Pupil voice #2

“I love science but we
don’t do it every week.”
Pupil voice#1

“I love doing different
experiments and
using different
chemicals.”

“We just do worksheets
in science.” #Pupil
voice 1

Pupil voice #2

“Learning about our senses
has been the best bit….except
when I tasted marmite…yukk!”
Pupil voice #2

“The teacher used to talk
to us a lot. We watched
and listen” Pupil voice#1
“A scientist is someone who
is rich.” Pupil voice#1

“Science is always so
busy. We get to share
our ideas and learn
loads of cool stuff.”
Pupil voice #2

OUR INTERACTIVE, INVESTIGATIVE AND CHILD LED LEARNING.

Everywhere you look
children are now doing.
I used to struggle to find
pictures of children's
learning pre PSQM.

CROSS CURRICULAR SCIENCE
“It is always hard to plan cross
curricular science activities. ” Year 4
teacher
“and the links always seemed a bit
tedious!” Year 5 teacher
The PEP project has linked
science up to other
subjects nicely. We've used
our art skills to create a
polar creature and our
maths skills to work out
the costing's of an artic
expedition.

We collected data
about different smells in
a tally chart. We then
presented this in a bar
chart.
Year 1 girl

We have been trying
to find out if fish have
fingers! After we had
a good look we
sketched them in our
art books.
Year 1 boy

“With the help of Snap
Science all the activities are
really interactive, fun and
links between subjects can
be clearly seen. Science has
become a tool to
complement, push and
enhance basic skills.”
Subject leader

“We got an award for
creative writing about
electricity. It was really
nice to go up in
assembly in front of the
whole school. “
Year 3 girls

We weighed out some
ingredients for salt
dough, mixed and
kneaded it. Then made
either a retile or an
amphibian.
Year 1 boy

We use ICT to enhance our learning
at every opportunity. The children
use the laptops, iPads and video
equipment as well as all the
interactive resources supplied on
Snap.

WHOLE SCHOOL
SCIENCE WEEK 2017
“Wow! I was worried he
would do a runner!”
year 5 boy

“We’ve been learning about our circulatory
system. Miss bought in a sheep's heart, lungs,
and liver . They were all still connected so we
could still see how it all worked. We even
managed to make the lungs inflate which was
awesome!”
Year 6 boy

In year 4 we made ice! It was fantastic
to see the children’s expressions as the
chemical reaction happened.
“Can you guess
which scientist I’ve
come dressed as?”

SCIENCE WEEK 2018 AND BEYOND…
“”Zoo labs came to visit.
They brought some
amazing creatures in for
us to study. Some were a
bit scary!” year 5 girl
Look at all the
smarties! The colour is
coming off…why?

“There is so much more planned for this
year which involves the whole school.
Each class will be taking part in National
Science Week, (9th-18th March.) We are
holding a whole school PEP themed
science day (May2018) and taking part
in the Great Science Share (GSS) on 19th
June and they're just a few of the
things…watch this space for more
exciting and engaging whole school
science activities and events… “
Science subject leader

PLANNING
I used to struggle to show differentiation.
Year 1 teacher

I used to spend hours planning lessons and
finding resources from all over the internet.
Year 2 teacher
Planning was not consistent
across the school. All teachers
were using different strategies
and tools to help them. There
were even occasions that
similar worksheets had been
used in different year groups so
we introduced……

It’s so easy to follow and has all the
vocab, key ideas and health and safety
information that you may need. It even
gives me a back ground information so I
am clear on any misconception which
might arise. Year 3 teacher

The introduction of
Snap Science has
transformed the
teaching of science.
Both staff and
children now look
forward to it every
week!

Staff con now confidently assess the
children’s learning during and after each
lesson, not wait till the end of term and
make a good guess.
Subject leader

Each lesson is designed to be
interactive, engaging and enables the
children to work scientifically.
Year 1 teacher

I never used to feel confident
teaching rocks. Now I rock!!
Year 3 teacher

Now that we’ve invested in Snap
Science the planning has been taken
care of and I can just concentrate on
the teaching of it. Year 4 teacher

ASSESSMENT
Assessment of science was not very
strong or consistent across the school.
Gaps in learning were hard to see.

By introducing SnapScience and Snapshots our assessment is
going from strength to strength.

“We play lots of games
at the end of a unit to
see what we have
learnt. It’s fun!”
Y3 girl on student
council

RSC funded assessment course
“We used to submit our science data at the end of
each half term. It was hard finding a test which
covered what we had taught so sometimes we had to
make our own up and the children didn’t always
performed very well in them.
Year 5/6 Teacher

“I now assess the children at the
end of each lesson. My data is
always up to date and informs
what I do next lesson with the
children. It's so easy to spot and
address the gaps now”
Year 1 teacher

Books are now showing a
variety of assessment
strategies being used and
marking is effective.

How do we
make it work?

“Mine will go the
furthest because
it's smaller.”
Year 3 boy

Science club
so far…

“We
made a
circuit.”

What is the best design for a paper
aeroplane?

“The vinegar and
bicarbonate of soda are
reacting with each other. Its
made CO2 “
Year 4 girl

“I made a working fan!”
Year 5 boy
“How can this be a solid
and a liquid…its
amazing!” Year 6 girl

What is a chemical reaction?

It’s slime time!
“Look at that, it’s
blowing up the
balloon.”
Year 1 boy

Science club is still vey
much in its infancy but I
have big plans for it. For
example, local scientists
to visit with us and
science trips out into the
wider science
community.

SCIENCE DISCOVERY OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM
“look at this rock, it
has a hole going right
the way through it. I
wonder how it got
there?”
Year 1 girl
“We all walked up to the
Westwood. After we’d
hunted for gruffalos , we
went on a plant hunt to
see what grew there. “

It’s important to stay
healthy. We take part
in lots of after school
sports clubs.”
Year 5 boy

“I bet we can dig
a whole big
enough to fit in.”
year 1 girl

“After watching our
tadpoles change
into frogs we went to
release them into
the local pond.”

“It’s freezing
Miss!.”
Year 1 boy

“This leaf has
changed colour
and fallen off the
tree.” Year 1 boy

“We couldn’t believe
how much noise this
tree made during our
sound walk. It was like
it was playing for us.”
Year 1 child

External projects

We went on some training
which explained all about
the project and gave us
the resources to deliver it
and it was all free! Its such
a fantastic resource for
now and the future.

Before starting the PSQM
award we had no external
projects which nurtured
children's understandings
of scientists in the real
world. I was really
surprised to see how easy it
was to apply to the PEP
I was shocked by the lack of interest the girls
and the children are so
engaged. It’s really making showed in wanting to pursue a career in technology
or engineering. I'm hoping that when I repeat this
them think about “real”
questionnaire at the end of the PEP project these
science.
numbers will increase.
Year 5 Teacher

This project has really taken
off and I would like to keep
the momentum going so I
am already in talks with our
local high School and our
year 6 teacher about joining
up with their STEM projects.
I would also like to get some
lower groups involved in the
PEP next year.
Science subject leader

TEACHER DEVELOPMENT
I run a termly staff
meeting where I can share
my recent CPD, discuss
new ideas and implement
changes.

Two teachers went on the
PEP training and are now
delivering the programme
and working closely with
myself, and their class
children, to plan a whole
school science day which
links to this.

Our year 6 teacher has
been meeting up with our
local high school and
discussing joining their car
building STEM project
sponsored by SIEMENS.

We hold termly book
scrutinies, observations
and monitoring. I then give
all staff feed back.

Are our core principles being
utilised?
Is the correct curriculum being
taught?
Is there enough challenge?
Are children developing their
enquiry skills?
Is marking following the school
policy?

I signed our teachers up to
the ReachOut CPD online
training. All staff now
have access to quality
training which is tailored
to fit their and their
children's needs.

RESOURCES

“Before we became part of the PSQM I
didn’t know that there were so many free
resources available.” Year 3 teacher

We used to be based on a split site which was
difficult at the best of times but when it came
to resources it was a nightmare. As subject
leader it was really difficult to know what was
available on both sites and keeping track of
where things were was really hard.
Since moving to our new building, and having the
authority through the PSQM, I have been able to sort
through all of our resources and find a designated
cupboard for them. There is still much more to be
done with them though. Gradually, over the next
year, I plan on investing in appropriate storage and,
as we teach the new Snap Science curriculum, build up
the resources so that they can all be accessed and
utilised year on year.

Now we make sure
we check the staff
notice board for all
the free resources,
hints and tips.

‘Now I can actually
see if we have
something that I
need. If we don’t I
can order it and put
it in the box of
resources for the
next time someone
teaches the module.’
Year 4 teacher

“We wrote a letter to Tesco and
asked if they could donate
some fish for our ‘do fish have
fingers?’ science question. They
sent us loads. It was very smelly
but great!” Year 1 child

SCIENCE IS PROMINENT AROUND OUR SCHOOL…
We’ve set up a staff science
lending library where
teachers can take out
interesting science related
books to share with their
children.

We have a staff science news
board. This is used to
advertise upcoming science
events, websites with free
resources or available CPD
opportunities.

We are currently in the
process of getting free,
inspirational science posters
framed and mounted in our
corridors. I am also in
discussions with our head
teacher about funding a
science based version of our
growth mind set mural.

BIG BOOKS
Where and when is all the engaging and
scientific enquiry happening in our school?

We use this book
every week to recap
on previous learning
or just to look back at
what we've been
doing. The children
even choose to read it
during independent
reading time

Teachers tell me there are practical science
lessons going on but all I see in books are
write ups!?
I went to visit another lady on the
PSQM who shared her Big Book ideas
and examples with me. I then shared
these with our staff….I have been
amazed by the results.

The children have
really taken
ownership over their
‘Big Books’ in year 3/4
and the teacher has
moved away form
ensuring every science
lesson has a write up
in their science books.

Science never used to be recorded in
foundation. Now I can see what's been
going on and the children can explain
to me what they’ve been doing and
learning about.

Even science
club has a
big book!

OUR NEXT STEPS…
Invest in the
outdoor area.
Are our school core
principles still
relevant, up to date
and adhered to?

Encourage more
quality science trips
and visitors.

Continue to build up
quality resources.

Monitor areas of
concern and put in
support for those
who need it.

Use the new
momentum, experiences
and good practice from
the PSQM to continue to
drive science forward.

Create an action
plan for next year
which will lead
towards the next
steps on the PSQM.

